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On the way to a Federation of (regional) European
Simulation Societies
The prehistory of EUROSIM (1979 – 1989)

Eugene J.H. Kerckhoffs
DBSS secretary from 1979 to 1991
Email: kerck037@planet.nl

Abstract
On EUROSIM’s website I found a link to a paper, entitled “A brief history of EUROSIM”,
written by Richard Zobel; the paper was presented during the opening session at the 6th
EUROSIM congress in Ljubljana, Slovenia, September 10, 2007. In the abstract we read: “…..
the first stirrings of interest in promoting collaboration between European Simulation
Societies probably occurred at the Summer Computer Simulation Conference, SCSC 1986 in
Reno, Nevada …..”. This is not correct. The efforts to promote and strengthen the
collaboration between the at that moment existing (Western) European Simulation Societies
were then already going on for 7 to 8 years. The current paper is meant to be a supplement
of Zobel’s paper. We survey chronologically what has happened in the 10 years before the
actual establishment of EUROSIM in 1989. The paper thus concerns the prehistory of
EUROSIM in the time period from 1979 to 1989. The paper will be accompanied by separate
documents, containing scans of original letters, meeting minutes and reports from my
archive as secretary of the Dutch Benelux Simulation Society (DBSS).
Keywords: Simulation history, EUROSIM, European Simulation Societies, European
Simulation Congresses

1. Introduction
The annual “European Conference on Modelling and Simulation” (ECMS), organised
under the patronage of the “European Council for Modelling and Simulation” (also
abbreviated to ECMS, and originated from the previous SCS European Simulation Council),
has recently been held in Regensburg (Germany), May 31st – June 3rd , 2016. This ECMS 2016
was the 30th conference in the ECMS series. Marking this jubilee conference, Springer
published a book “Seminal Contributions to Modelling and Simulation”, edited by Khalid AlBegain and Andrzej Bargiela. The broad-ranging volume presents contributions from a varied
selection of distinguished experts chosen from high-impact keynote speakers and best paper
award winners from ECMS conferences, including a Nobel Prize recipient.
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C
Chapter 1 of the boo
ok containss a historiccal contribu
ution of thhe author, entitled
“ECMS: Its Position
n in the Euro
opean Simuulation Histo
ory”. While writing thiss chapter, I realised
that esp
pecially in the
t time pe
eriod betweeen 1985 (e
establishment of the SCCS Europeaan Office
at the U
University off Ghent, Belgium) and 1989 (estab
blishment of
o EUROSIM
M) the historry of SCS
Europe and the prehistory
p
of
o EUROSIM
M were highly intertw
wined. Afterr 1989 we see SCS
Europe and EURO
OSIM divergge and go their own separate way.
w
EURO
OSIM started its 1st
trienniaal EUROSIM conference
e in 1992, aand SCS Eurrope continued its annnual ESM (European
Simulation Mulico
onference, which from
m 2005 on
n became the abovee-mentioned ECMS
uropean Sim
mulation Syymposium).
confereence series) and ESS (Eu
IIn what follows, we su
urvey the 110 years lasting way leading to thhe establish
hment of
EUROSIM in 1989, starting in the year 11979, thus many
m
years before thee foundatio
on of the
SCS Eurropean Offfice in 1985
5 in Ghentt. In 1979 we see already the eearliest verrsions of
approacch between
n the then existing (Weestern) Euro
opean Simulation Socieeties.

22. The tim
me period
d 1979 – 11980
22.1 DBSS,, SIMS, UK
KSC / IMACCS, SCS
TThe origin
nal ideas to have
language
Europe--wide
„ccommon
based“ (regional) European Simulation
Societiees, which in
n the future
e together
possiblyy could form a kind of
federatiion, have been borrn in the
bosom of the
founding and first
steeringg committtee of th
he Dutch
Beneluxx Simulation
n Society (D
DBSS). The
DBSS w
was established in the very
beginning of 1979
9. Its found
ders were:
Len Dekker (initiaator and ch
hair, Delft,
the Neetherlands),, Eugene Kerckhoffs
DBSS Founding
F
aand first Steering
(secretaary, Delft, the Nettherlands), Fig. 1:
Committeee (from left
l
to rigght: Vansteenkiste,
Ghislain
n Vansteenkiste (vice-chair,
(
Zuidervaa
art, Kerckhofffs, Dekker))
Ghent, Belgium) and Jan Zuidervaart
Z
(treasurrer, Delft, the Nettherlands).
Actuallyy, the aforee-mentioned
d ideas werre a dream of the DBSS founders,, which the
ey hoped
to realizze in the no
ot too far future with thhe aid of their Europea
an colleaguees. At that time
t
not
having the slightest idea that it would be a long lasting diffficult journeey to realisse these
ideas.
R
Restricting ourselves to Westerrn Europe, only two “commonn language based”
regional European Simulation
n Societies aalready exissted in that time: SIMSS (originallyy in 1959
established as Scaandinavian Analogue CComputer Society
S
and
d in 1968 rrenamed SIMS, the
Scandin
navian Simu
ulation Socie
ety; thus soo to say based on a “g
group of coommon langguages”:
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the Scandinavian languages) and UKSC ((UK Simulation Council, English sspeaking, acctually a
Council of the Society of Computer Simu lation SCS, established
d in 1969 annd in 1991 renamed
r
UKSIM as an ind
dependent society). R
Relevant fo
or us simu
ulationists, two interrnational
organisaations existted in that time: IMA
ACS (Internaational Asso
ociation forr Mathemaatics and
Computters in Simulation), esstablished aas AICA in 1956 in Brussels andd in 1976 renamed
r
IMACS, and SCS (the
(
Society for Com puter Simu
ulation), an
n originally American society,
founded
d in 1954 in
n San Diego,, and havingg a Council in the UK (tthe afore-m
mentioned UKSC).
U
A
Already in a letter of February 119, 1979, DBSS
D
chairm
man Len Deekker inform
med the
Board o
of Directorss of SCS and IMACS (w
with copiess to other institutions,, such as SIMS and
UKSC) aabout the establishmen
nt of DBSS, its steeringg committee and its id eas of having more
regional, common language based, Europpean Simulaation Societties.
LLegally speaking, the establishme
e
ent of the DBSS in the
e very begiinning of 19
979 was
informaal. Because of various problems (a.o. problems with the
t Sectionn Simulation
n of the
Dutch SSociety for Informaticss, chaired bby Maurice Elzas, and problems of legal naature), it
lasted u
until July 14, 1986 that the DBSSS was foun
nded officia
ally with a Dutch nottary. For
conveniience, heree we do ho
owever not distinguish
h between “DBSS in fformation” and the
formal DBSS; we simply
s
speaak of the DB
BSS. It was surely also
o, and maybbe especiallly, in its
informaal phase thaat DBSS has taken the initiatives (see Sect. 2.2 and 3.2) tthat became crucial
for the later establishment of EUROSIM.

22.2 An ea
arly DBSS initiative
i
A
An early DBSS
D
initiattive was a spontaneo
ous informal meetingg of European key
th
simulatiionists duriing the 9 IMACS Woorld Congre
ess in Sorre
ento (Italy), Septembe
er 24-28,
1979. (TThe Italian key people
e of this IM
MACS congrress were Giorgio
G
Savvastano and
d Franco
Maceri, who both would
w
laterr play a releevant role in
n EUROSIM)). In this meeeting we discussed
t establish
h „commonn language
e based” regional Euuropean Sim
mulation
the posssibilities to
Societiees (united in
i a federaation, in thhat time prrovisionally called „Euuropean Sim
mulation

Fig. 22: Relaxatiion during the 9th IM
MACS Congrress in Sorrrento. From
m left to rig
ght: Jan
Zuideervaart, Ma
arja Dekker, Len Dekkker, Roberrt Vichneve
etsky (IMACCS Presiden
nt), Els
Kerckkhoffs, Eugeene Kerckho
offs, Nico Zim
mmerman (senior
(
researcher at TU
TU-Delft)
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Society““), having possibly
p
on
nce in seve ral years their own common
c
Euuropean Sim
mulation
Confereence, apart from IMAC
CS. (When innformed, IM
MACS Presid
dent Roberrt Vichnevettsky was
not amu
used.)
IIn the discu
ussions it was
w agreed tthat DBSS should
s
prep
pare a writtten proposaal, to be
sent to the UKSC and SIMS Boards forr further comments. On Novem
mber 14, 19
979, this
n sent to Bjorn
B
Wahlsström (chaiirman SIMSS) and Roy Crosbie (chairman
proposaal has been
UKSC). It included the ideas of a “Euroopean Simulation Socie
ety” as fed eration of regional
“commo
on language based” Simulation SSocieties; fu
urther, idea
as of havingg regional scientific
s
events aand once in
n several years a comm
mon congresss; finally, id
deas of haviing a “Newss Letter”
like thee in that tim
me existing IMACS New
ws Letter, edited
e
by Ghislain
G
Vannsteenkiste and Jan
K
to
t Wahlströöm and Cro
osbie on
Zuidervaart. After a reminder of DBSS ssecretary Kerckhoffs
Januaryy 10, 1980, positive ressponses andd constructtive comments from SIIMS and UK
KSC have
been ob
btained.
O
On the inittiative of Giorgio Savaastano and Len Dekker, a few m onths afterr the 9th
IMACS C
Congress th
he local orgganizing peoople of both
h the 8th an
nd 9th IMACCS Congressses (with
Granino
o and Theresa Korn as
a honoura ble guests)) were offe
ered a few
w days “thank you
holidayss” (including meetingss and worksshop) on th
he island of Capri (nearrby Sorrentto). Why
to menttion this in this prehisttory of EUR OSIM? The reason is the amazingg fact, that 13 years
after th
he very firstt broader discussions
d
deration of European regional
about a possible Fed
Simulation Societiees (during a congress nnearby Caprri with Franco Maceri aas one of th
he Italian
key peo
ople), the very first Congress of t his at that time propo
osed and di scussed Federation
(EUROSSIM!) has beeen held on … Capri(!) uunder the presidency
p
of
o … Francoo Maceri(!).

Fig. 3: A few dayys "thank yo
ou holidayss” (including
g workshop
p) on Capri. In the upp
per row
from rig
ght to left: Franco Macceri, Eugenee Kerckhofffs, Ghislain Vansteenkisste, Len Dekkker, ?,
Granino
o Korn, Jan Zuidervaarrt. Standingg before Vansteenkiste
e: Maurice EElzas. In fro
ont, the
lady in black coat: Theresa Ko
orn. Giorgioo Savastano is missing in
i the picturre.
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Fig.4: On the island of
Capri. From left to right:
Franco Maceri, Theresa
Granino Korrn, Eugene
Korn, G
Kerckhooffs, Els Kerrckhoffs

33. The ye
ear 1981
1
3.1 Affilia
ation agreeement beetween DB
BSS and SC
CS
O
On June 3,
3 1981, DBSS
D
and SCS signed
d an affiliation agreeement. (For both
organisaations this was the first
f
signedd affiliation
n agreemen
nt.) It was felt that such an
affiliatio
on should establish mutually
m
aggreeable exchange off membersship privileges and
should oblige each affiliate to publicizee the activvities of the other annd should facilitate
f
distribution of the publication
ns to interessted individual membe
ers.

33.2 A firstt step tow
wards the fformation of a Germ
man speakking Simullation
SSociety
A
Another higghly importtant DBSS iinitiative was
w the orga
anization oof a meeting of the
DBSS ssteering co
ommittee with
w
repressentatives of UKSC and the G
German sim
mulation
community, on Jun
ne 26, 1981
1 in Brusselss. Present were
w
the en
ntire DBSS ssteering com
mmittee
(Dekkerr, Kerckhofffs, Vansteen
nkiste, Zuideervaart), Walter
W
Amelling (Aachenn, Germanyy, in that
time FR
RG), Franco
ois Cellier (ZZürich, Swittzerland), Roy
R Crosbie
e (Salford, England), O.
O Lange
(Aachen
n, FRG), and
d M. Thomaa (Munich, FFRG, preside
ent IFAC).
IIt was agreeed that a German
G
sp eaking Simulation Socciety will bee formed, covering
c
German
ny (in that time
t
FRG), Austria andd the Germ
man speakin
ng part of SSwitzerland. Walter
Amelingg (Aachen) will take th
he necessarry initiativess on a forth
hcoming meeeting in Frrankfurt,
July 133, 1981. Th
he “Simulation News Europe” (SNE), mea
anwhile iniitiated by Ghislain
Vansteeenkiste, willl then also be
b distribut ed among the
t members of this neew society. Further,
with the name „European Simulation CCongress“ (EESC), a conference w
will be orgaanized in
Aachen in probablyy August 19
983. This coonference iss meant to be the firstt triennial European
congresss on simulation sponsored bby UKSC, DBSS and the new German society.
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Unfortunately, SIMS was not represented in this meeting (but was, of course, later also a
sponsoring society).

4. The year 1982
4.1 The establishment of ASIM
On August 18, 1982, I got as DBSS secretary a letter from Bernd Schmidt
(Erlangen/Nurnberg), informing me that the German speaking Simulation Society (ASIM,
Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Simulation) was founded in April 1982 and will closely cooperate
with UKSC, DBSS, and SIMS. Copies of Simulation News Europe were ordered for distribution
among the ASIM members.

4.2 ASIM starts preparing the 1st European Simulation Congress ESC’83
The new society ASIM starts the preparatory work for the 1st European Simulation
Congress ESC’83. The first organizing meeting of the congress has been held on September
27, 1982 in Aachen. Present were: Walter Ameling (chairman, Aachen), Francois Cellier
(Zürich), Dietmar Möller (Bonn), Bernd Keitemeier (Aachen) and Lothar Krings (Aachen); all
on behalf of ASIM. Illustrative for the growing cooperation, also two DBSS representatives
were involved: Eugene Kerckhoffs (Delft) and Dirk Kettenis (Wageningen, the Netherlands).
Discussed were the International Program Committee, the scientific topics, the
timing, the preliminary design of the Call for Papers, the registration fee and the venue. All
societies (ASIM, DBSS, SIMS, UKSC) have then been invited to give their comment on the
results of this meeting. The collaboration between the four societies was unmistakably in
progress!

5. The year 1983
5.1 Affiliation agreements with SCS and IMACS
In former discussions it has been found important that each of the European
Simulation Societies should have separately affiliation agreements with both SCS and IMACS.
In April 1983, DBSS signed an affiliation agreement with IMACS after a rather long period of
negotiation with P. van Remoortere, IMACS Secretary General. Herewith DBSS was the first
European Simulation Society having affiliation agreements with both SCS and IMACS. In this,
ASIM followed soon; GI (the German Society for Informatics), of which ASIM is a Special
Interest Group, signed an affiliation with IMACS on June 21, 1983. Of course, as a Council of
SCS the UKSC had formal ties with SCS since its establishment in 1969. SIMS had already an
agreement with AICA/IMACS, signed on August 13, 1976 by Martin Larsen (Secretary General
of SIMS) and Vincent Rideout (Secretary General of AICA/IMACS).

5.2 The 1st European Simulation Congress ESC’83
As agreed in the afore-mentioned meeting on June 26, 1981 in Brussels (see Sect.
3.2), the (first) European Simulation Congress ESC’83 has been held in Aachen (September
12–16, 1983). The congress was organized by ASIM in cooperation with DBSS, SIMS and
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UKSC, and supported by the international organizations SCS and IMACS. Congress Chairman
was Walter Ameling from the Technical University of Aachen. As previously agreed in the
context of the mutual collaboration, DBSS, SIMS and UKSC had been invited by ASIM to have
each two representatives in the International Program Committee (IPC) of the Congress.
During the congress, on 15th September 1983, a joint meeting of ASIM, DBSS, SIMS
and UKSC has been held. Present were: from ASIM: Walter Ameling, Ingrid Bausch-Gall,
Francois Cellier, Wolfgang Kleinert, Dietmar Möller, Bernd Schmidt; from DBSS: Len Dekker,
Eugene Kerckhoffs, Ghislain Vansteenkiste; from SIMS: Rolf Henriksen; from UKSC: David
Murray-Smith. Discussed were the affiliation between the societies mutually and with the
international organizations SCS and IMACS, as well as the promotion of the establishment of
more regional European Simulation Societies based on a common language. Further, we
agreed that the next European Simulation Congress ESC’86 will be organized by DBSS.
SNE (Simulation News Europe) editor-in-chief Vansteenkiste and co-editor Kerckhoffs
will be assisted by three associate editors (one from ASIM, one from SIMS, and one from
UKSC), who will collect and transfer information from their own society. (As to these
associate editors we were later informed as follows: Kaj Juslin (SIMS), Hans Fuss (ASIM), and
Paul Luker (UKSC).)

6. The time period 1984 - 1985
6.1 DBSS involvement in SCS Summer Computer Simulation Conference
SCSC’84 in Boston, Massachusetts
As a result of an letter of SCS Executive Director Charles Pratt to DBSS, saying that
since signing the affiliation agreement with SCS in June 1981 much time has passed but not
much has happened, DBSS decided a.o. to organize two sessions in the SCS Summer
Computer Simulation Conference SCSC’84 in Boston (July 23-25, 1984). Here also the DPP
(Delft Parallel Processor), developed in the research group of Len Dekker at Delft University
of Technology, has been demonstrated; for this purpose the machine has been shipped to
the USA.
Unfortunately, lack of time and circumstances beyond its control forced DBSS to
abandon its original intention to involve also ASIM, SIMS and UKSC in this activity. Written
apologies have been sent to these societies with the proposal to repeat this kind of activities
in the future, but then as a common activity of the European Simulation Societies together.
(This has for instance been realized for SCSC’86 in Reno, Nevada; see Sect. 7.1.)
Nevertheless, besides the DBSS people Len Dekker, Eugene Kerckhoffs and Ghislain
Vansteenkiste, also Paul Luker (UKSC) and Ingrid Bausch-Gall (ASIM) were present in Boston.
We all had a meeting with the SCS Executive Committee and discussed a.o. an SCS
involvement in the forthcoming 2nd European Simulation Congress (ESC’86) and further
contacts between SCS and the European Simulation Societies.

6.2 DBSS / UKSC meeting in Bath (England)
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Eugene Kerckhoffs represented DBSS during the UKSC conference in September
1984, held in Bath (England) and chaired by David Murray-Smith, and had a meeting with the
UKSC Board. It was agreed that UKSC will organize a session on real-time simulation in the
forthcoming 2nd European Simulation Congress (ESC’86). Following the success of European
sessions in SCSC’84 in Boston (Sect. 6.1), common European contributions will be made to
the forthcoming SCSC’86 in Reno (Sect. 7.1); UKSC will assist in the organization!

6.3 The establishment of the Italian speaking Simulation Society (ICSC)
Based on good personal contacts related to a.o. the 9th IMACS Congress 1979 in
Sorrento (Giorgio Savastano, Ghislain Vansteenkiste and Len Dekker were together the
editors of the Congress Proceedings; Franco Maceri and Eugene Kerckhoffs were together
the secretary of the congress), the Italian friends were requested to use their influence in
taking initiatives to establish an Italian Simulation Society. On November 19, 1984 Ghislain
Vansteenkiste (DBSS) got a letter from Giuseppe Iazeolla, informing him on the
establishment of the Italian Society for Computer Simulation (ISCS). The first meeting will be
held in Roma University, Tor Vergata, on March 26, 1985. Giuseppe Iazeolla became the first
chairman of ISCS.

6.4 Preparing the 2nd European Simulation Congress (ESC’86)
DBSS started mid 1985 the proper preparatory work for the 2nd European Simulation
Congress ESC’86. Contrary to the original intention to hold ESC’86 both in Delft (the
Netherlands) and in Ghent (Belgium), in an internal meeting of the DBSS steering committee
on May 7, 1985 it was decided to organize ESC’86 in Antwerp (Belgium). This decision implies
that the practical organization is mainly in the hands of Ghislain Vansteenkiste, herewith
obviously supported by the, a few months later established, SCS European Office in Ghent;
see Sect. 6.5. The support also includes the production of the Congress Proceedings. The
editing of the Proceedings was agreed to be performed by the entire DBSS steering
committee (Vansteenkiste, Kerckhoffs, Dekker, Zuidervaart). The congress should have as
subtitle “Advanced Information Processing in Simulation” (AIPS), where
Vansteenkiste/Kerckhoffs are scientifically responsible for the “knowledge processing”
aspects and Dekker/Zuidervaart for the “parallel processing” aspects.
Approximately two weeks later, by letters of May 24 1985, DBSS invited its sister
societies ASIM, ISCS, SIMS and UKSC to assign each two members in the IPC (International
Program Committee) of the congress. Responses: for ASIM: Walter Ameling and Wolfgang
Kleinert; for ISCS: Giuseppe Iazeolla and S. Tucci; for SIMS: Kay Juslin and Rolf Henriksen; for
UKSC: David Murray-Smith and John Stephenson. Also SCS, IMACS and the Japan Society for
Simulation (JSST) were invited to assign members for the Congress IPC.

6.5 Establishment of the SCS European Office in Ghent, Belgium
The existence of this office is the result of Ghislain Vansteenkiste’s (at that time SCS
Vice-President for Europe) request for assistance in producing the Simulation News Europe
(SNE). This request was made during the meeting of the SCS Executive Committee meeting
at the Scottsdale Conference in April 1985. In July 1985 began the advertising for a Managing
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Editor of this publication, and on August 1 suitable candidates were interviewed by a
committee consisting of Charles Pratt (SCS Executive Director), Ghislain Vansteenkiste, Mrs.
Lieve Vansteenkiste and Eugene Kerckhoffs. Philippe Geril was offered the job of Managing
Editor and began work in September 1985. (Although originally only in charge of the
production of the Simulation News Europe, from 1987 on the Office was also involved in the
organization of SCS conferences in Europe; the first one was ESM’87 in Vienna, 7th - 10th July
1987.)

6.6

Lunch meeting during the 11th IMACS Congress (Oslo, 1985)

On the author’s request, a small meeting of members of the Steering Committees of
ASIM, DBSS, ISCS, SIMS and UKSC has been held during the 11th IMACS World Congress on
Simulation and Scientific Computation in Oslo (Norway), August 5-9, 1985. It was a lunch
meeting, held on August 7, 1985. Present were: Ingrid Bausch-Gall (ASIM), Eugene
Kerckhoffs (DBSS), Rolf Henriksen and Kay Juslin (both SIMS) and David Murray-Smith
(UKSC). Important topics were discussed, such as topics concerned with the forthcoming 2nd
European Simulation Congress ECS’86, where to hold the 3rd European Simulation Congress
ESC’89, Simulation News Europe, active collaboration with SCS; all topics to be further
discussed in the separate Steering Committees.

7. The year 1986
7.1 European involvement in the SCS Summer Computer Simulation
Conference SCSC’86 in Reno, Nevada
It was for the SCSC’86 (held in July 1986 in Reno, Nevada, and chaired by Roy Crosbie)
that the European Simulation Societies –now really in joint collaboration- organized two
sessions of papers. It concerned Group XVIII, entitled “Advanced Information Processing and
Simulation (European Simulation Research)”. Group chair was Eugene Kerckhoffs (DBSS). The
group consisted of two sessions of respectively 3 and 4 papers: Session 1 “Parallel methods
and tools in Simulation”, chaired by Jürgen Halin (ASIM), and Session 2 “Simulation and
Parallel Processing / Artificial Intelligence”, chaired by John Stephenson (UKSC).
The last session contained a paper authored by Richard Zobel and D. Adib. It was this
Summer Computer Simulation Conference SCSC’86 that Richard Zobel meant in the
beginning of his paper “A Brief History of EUROSIM”. The author still remembers very well
that he met Richard in the courtesy bus from the airport to the congress hotel, and told him
what was going on in (continental) Europe. The assumption in Zobel's paper “the first
stirrings of interest in promoting collaboration between European Simulation Societies
probably occurred at the Summer Computer Simulation Conference, SCSC’86 in Reno” is, as
the foregoing clearly shows, not true. The collaboration between the existing European
Simulation Societies was then already going on for 7 to 8 years! The European involvement
in SCSC’86 even was the result of this!

7.2 The 2nd European Simulation Congress ESC’86
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The 2nd European Simulation Congress ESC’86 has taken place in the Parkhotel in
Antwerp (Belgium), September 9-12, 1986. It was organized by the DBSS, in cooperation with
ASIM, ISCS, SIMS and UKSC, and supported by IMACS, JSST (the Japanese Simulation Society)
and SCS. As said in Sect. 6.4, in the organisation we had the strong help of the SCS European
Office in Ghent.
During the congress there has been a meeting of representatives of ASIM, DBSS, ICSC,
SIMS and UKSC. In my archive I can however not find minutes of this meeting; only the
meeting’s agenda is present. The agenda shows that major discussion points were the
relations between the Simulation Societies mutually as well as the relations with SCS and
IMACS, the Simulation News Europe (SNE) and the future 3rd European Simulation Congress
ESC’89. Moreover, the SCS European Office was introduced to the participants of the
meeting (including its manager Philippe Geril) and the possible service, the Office could offer
to the European Simulation Societies, was presented.
In a separate part of the meeting with guests, possible new European Simulation
Societies have been considered (France, Spain); also the relation to East European
Simulation Groups was a topic of discussion (especially the plans of V. Hamata (Prague) to
hold a European Congress on Simulation in 1987 in Prague).

8. The time period 1987-1988
8.1 Joint meeting of European Simulation Societies and SCS in Brussels
On the initiative of the SCS European Office, on July 7 1987 a joint meeting of the
European Simulation Societies and SCS has been held in Brussels. Present were: Len Dekker
(DBSS), Hans Fuss (ASIM), Philippe Geril (SCS), Jürgen Halin (ASIM), Kay Juslin (SIMS), Eugene
Kerckhoffs (DBSS, SCS), Ghislain Vansteenkiste (DBSS, SCS) and Richard Zobel (UKSC);
excused: Giuseppe Iazeolla (SCS). Results: An “Umbrella” organization will be established as
a first step towards a “united European Simulation Society”. A business plan has been
presented. Comments from the European Simulation Societies on the business plan will be
bundled and discussed during the forthcoming ESM’88 ( the European Simulation
Multiconference, June 1-3, 1988, in Nice) and ESM’89 (June 7-9, 1989 in Rome). This all as
preparation for the crucial and decisive meetings during the 3rd European Simulation
Congress ESC’89, September 1989 in Edinburgh (see Sect. 9.2).

9. The time period 1989 - 1990
9.1 ASIM proposals
All simulation societies were expected to formulate their ideas and proposals with
respect to an actual formation of a Federation as umbrella organization for the European
Simulation Societies. These should be discussed during the forthcoming 3rd European
Simulation Congress ESC’89 in Edinburgh in order to hopefully come to a definite decision.
On March 21, 1989, the author obtained a letter of Felix Breitenecker with included the
ASIM proposals (entitled: “Statement by ASIM in favour of a United European Simulation
Society”). Worthwhile and relevant, since in the meantime ASIM had become the largest and
very well-organized society, and therefore was influential in the European simulation
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community. ASIM says to support the idea of “Europeization” of simulation activities, but
finds that the best way to this would be a way of small steps, starting with a loosely coupled
United Society. ASIM proposes the administrative activities to be done in a rotating manner
by the individual societies; ASIM is willing as first society to take over the administration and
organization of the European activities (including the Simulation News Europe!). ASIM views
a reasonable performance of such an organization only on condition of full independence of
SCS!!

9.2 The 3rd European Simulation Congress ESC’89 / the establishment of
EUROSIM
The third European Simulation Congress (ESC’89) has been held in Edinburgh,
Scotland, September 5-8, 1989.The congress was organized by the UKSC, in cooperation with
ASIM, DBSS, ISCS and SIMS, and supported by IMACS. The congress has taken place under
the financial sponsorship of SCS through its European Office at the University of Ghent. (The
congress was surely not an SCS congress, as suggested by Richard Zobel in his paper “A brief
history of EUROSIM”, Ref. 7!) Chairman of ESC’89 was David Murray-Smith from UKSC.
Again, as usual and agreed, from each of the European Simulation Societies two
representatives have been invited by UKSC to take part in the International Program
Committee (IPC) of the Congress.
Following on earlier meetings (see Ref. 7), a.o. a meeting on June 7th 1989 in Rome
(during ESM’89, see Sect. 8.1), immediately prior and during the congress two meetings have
been organized with representatives of ASIM, DBSS, ICSC and UKSC in order to finally come
to a definite decision about the establishment of a “Federation of European Societies”; SIMS
had sent a fax with apologies for absence. All meetings have been chaired by Len Dekker
from DBSS. Some points discussed during these sometimes very lively meetings were: -bylaws (two concepts to be sent for comments to the separate Simulation Societies;
concepts and comments to be merged in later November meeting, Sect.9.3), -- organisation
(the Federation should be a loosely coupled organisation, in which each society keeps its full
identity), -- establishment of the Federation (all societies agreed with the establishment of
the Federation and the Federation’s name “EUROSIM” has been selected and approved!), -the Simulation News Europe (EUROSIM wants to have its own News Journal), -- publicity
(press release, official announcement of the establishment of EUROSIM during the congress
diner on September 7th 1989), -- the next European Simulation Congress in 1992 (ISCS will
consider being the organizing society).
The social events at the congress included a reception in the Old College of Edinburgh
University and a Congress Dinner in the beautiful Signet Library. The dinner was of particular
note in that it provided the opportunity for the first public announcement of the formation
of EUROSIM. This official announcement has been done by Richard Zobel from UKSC. An
“after dinner speech” has been held by Eugene Kerckhoffs from DBSS (by chance exactly on
his 47th birthday; EUROSIM and he appear to share the same birthday of September 7).

9.3 EUROSIM meetings in Brussels (November 1989)
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D
During an ESPRIT
E
even
nt in Brusseels (Novem
mber 1989), where EURROSIM orgaanized a
worksho
op under th
he chairman
nship of Davvid Murray--Smith, two EUROSIM ((preliminary Board)
Meetinggs have beeen held, both chairedd by Richarrd Zobel from UKSC. Representaatives of
ASIM, D
DBSS, ISCS,, SIMS and
d UKSC weere present; guests were
w
F. Loorenz (SFS, Société
Francop
phone de Simulation, in formatioon) and J. Giron
G
Sierra from Spainn. The bylaws have
been ap
pproved byy the attend
dants, and w
will be sentt to all mem
mber societties for official and
th
final ap
pproval. It was agreed
d that the 4 European Simulation Congreess ESC’92 will
w take
place in
n September/October 1992
1
in Sorrrento (Italy), and organ
nized by ISCCS with as chairman
Giorgio Savastano.
A
As EUROSIM
M Board members
m
weere appointted: Giorgio
o Savastanoo (ISCS, Pre
esident),
Walter Ameling (A
ASIM), Len Dekker (DB
BSS), Giusep
ppe Iazeolla
a (ISCS), Ricchard Zobe
el (UKSC)
and Kayy Juslin (SIM
MS). All thesse Board meembers werre at the tim
me chairmaan of the Sim
mulation
Society concerned
d, except fo
or Giorgio Savastano (who as ch
hairman off the next triennial
congresss by agreement beccame autom
matically EUROSIM
E
President)
P
aand Richarrd Zobel
(internaational liaiso
on of UKSC)).
IIn the meetting ASIM offered
o
to ppublish and edit in the future an EEUROSIM pe
eriodical
(formerrly the “Sim
mulation New
ws Europe””). This offe
er could be done, sincee Felix Breittenecker
was ab
ble to raisee a yearly grant from
m the „Nie
ederösterreichische Laandesregierrung“ to
supportt the publiccation of an
n EUROSIM periodical. In a next EUROSIM BBoard meeting this
has beeen approved
d.

99.4 Speciial issue off the Simuulation Neews Europe
e
A
At the occaasion of the
e establishm
ment of EUROSIM a special
s
issuee of the Sim
mulation
News EEurope has appeared in Januaryy 1990, editted and pu
ublished byy DBSS (witth many
thanks to Mrs. Maarja Dekkerr, who did a lot of wo
ork). On the
e cover pagge we see a picture
hair David Murray-Smi
M
ith with the
e original EUROSIM um
mbrella, having the
showingg ESC’89 ch
signattures of th
he EUROSI M founders. (The
author was surprised to discover his
h own
signatture, i.e. the first partt of it, righ
ht in the
middle
e of the upper w
white part of the
umbre
ella.)

Fig. 5: O
On the coverr of the Speecial Issue off
h
SNE (Jannuary 1990
0): David Murray-Smith
M
with thee original EUROSIM
E
umbrella. Hee
M
produceed this magnificent
m
EUROSIM
M
umbrellaa as a sym
mbol of thee EUROSIM
n
umbrellaa organizzation of European
Simulatiion Societties. Somee founderss’
signaturres are, altthough not very clearr,
visible.
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IIn this sp
pecial issue
e we findd an exte
ensive
informaation bullettin of the foundation
f
of EUROSIM (in
five diffferent langu
uages: English, French, German, Ittalian,
Spanish
h). In additio
on to the orriginal socieeties ASIM, DBSS,
ISCS, SIMS and UK
KSC, we encounter in the inform
mation
F
speaaking Simullation Socie
ety in
bulletin SFS, the French
formation, covering France an
nd the Fren ch speakingg part
e a photoggraph of Giiorgio
of Belgium. Further, we see
Savastano, mentio
oned here as
a EUROSIM
M President and
Chairmaan ESC’92. (Apparently
(
y, at this tim
me there still was
talk of ESC’92, the fourth congress in the ESC series.
s
Later tthe name of the co
ongress beecame “the 1st
EUROSIM Congresss”, and, affter prof. Savastano sadly
passed away, Francco Maceri became
b
thee chairman of
o the

Fig.6: Photoggraph of Giorgio
Sava
astano, as it appeared
d in the
speccial issue of SNE (JJanuary
1990)

congresss and thereefore EUROSIM Presideent.)
FFurther we find in the special issuue the auth
hor’s “after dinner speeech” (entittled: The
Train), a report of ESC’89 by its chairmaan David Mu
urray-Smith
h, a report oon the two
o in Sect.
9.2 men
ntioned meeetings, notes on the ppreliminary Board of Directors
D
m eeting two months
later in Novemberr 1989 in Brussels,
B
annd corners of ASIM, DBSS,
D
ISCS, SFS (in formation),
SIMS an
nd UKSC; moreover
m
the announceement that the Spanish Simulatioon Society is on the
way to be created
d. The sociiety cornerrs also show
w who are at the tim
me on the steering
committtees:
ASIM:

W. Ameling
A
(sp
peaker), I. B
Bausch-Gall (vice-speaker, financees), F. Breittenecker
(membership, secretary),
s
H. Fuss, J. Halin, K.H. Heyl, G. Kaampe, J. Krrauth, A.
Kuhn
n, D. Möllerr

DBSS:

L. Dekker
D
(chairman), G.CC. Vansteenkiste (vice
e-chairman)), E.J.H. Ke
erckhoffs
(secretary), J.C. Zuidervaarrt (treasurer)

ISCS:

G. Iaazeolla (chaair), F. Maceeri (vice-chaairman), S. Tucci
T
(treassurer), B. Bu
uttarazzi
(secretary)

SFS

(in formation,
f
later rena med FRAN
NCOSIM): co
ontact perssons: A. Pavé (for
Fran
nce), F. Lore
enz (for Belggium)

SIMS:

onlyy the contacct person is mentioned
d: K. Juslin

UKSC:

D.J. Murray-Sm
mith (chairm
man), A. Foss (vice-chairman), D. LLanglois (secretary),
K.G. Nock (tre
easurer), E. Rimmington (membership secrretary), R.N
N. Zobel
(inteernational liiaison), J. Sttephenson (past
(
chairm
man)
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The Spaanish Simulaation Societty (in formaation): conttact person J.M. Giron SSierra

99.5 In thee end ...!
FFinally, the original drream of thee four DBSS founders of having regional “ccommon
languagge based” European
E
Simulation Soocieties, forming together a kind of federation, was
realised
d, 10 years after theyy founded iin 1979 the
e DBSS and
d started coontacting the
t then
already existing societies SIMSS and UKSC ! The way was
w long and full of prooblems and hitches.
As Richaard Zobel riightly remarked (ref. 77), the way to the form
mation of EU
UROSIM hass been a
journeyy of excitem
ment, difficu
ulties, prom
mises, misun
nderstandin
ngs, challengges, and ultimately
the succcess of creaating EUROSSIM. This al l thanks to all the colle
eagues from
m the early member
societiees, who havee really and
d actually paarticipated in this European advennture.

99.6 Estab
blishment of the SCSS Europea
an Simulation Counccil / UKSC
b
becomes UKSIM
U
IIn July 199
90 the auth
hor got his proposal to
t establish
h an SCS “CContinental Europe
Simulation Councill” (CESC) ap
pproved by the SCS Bo
oard of Directors (in itss annual me
eeting of
July 18,, 1990 in Calgary, Can
nada). Alreaady one yeaar later, in 1991, CESCC became ESC
E (the
Europeaan Simulatio
on Council), covering aall SCS mem
mbers in Europe. UKSC tthen becam
me in the
same yeear 1991 an
n independent Simulattion Societyy, originallyy using the acronym UKSS, but
later UK
KSIM and ass such know
wn as membber society of
o EUROSIM
M.
V
Very regretttably, the author hadd to cancel an invitatio
on to preseent a lecture during
the UKSSC Conference at the University of Sussex ( Septemb
ber 5-7, 19990), where he also
should have a meeeting with the UKSC Booard and co
omment the
e formationn of CESC ass second
SCS European Coun
ncil beside UKSC.

110. Final remarks
110.1 SCS Europe
E
an
nd EUROSIIM going their
t
own separate way
r
A
After the 3rd
European
n Simulationn Congress ESC’89 we see SCS Eu rope and EUROSIM
diverge and go theeir own way.

SSCS Europee continued
d its annuall ESM (Euro
opean
Simulation Multiconference
e) and ESS (Euro
opean
Simulation Sympossium), both under the patronage of the
in Sectt. 9.6 meentioned ESC
E
(Europpean Simulation
Council)). From 2005 on, only the yyearly ESM
M was
continued, but ren
named ECM
MS (Europea n Conferen
nce on
Modelling and Sim
mulation) an
nd held undder the ausspices
of the in
ndependent “European Council foor Modellin
ng and
Simulation”
(aalso
Fig.7: From left to right: Richard
R
abbreviated
EC
CMS
Zobel, Martina-Maaria Seidel (a
already
and succcessor of the for moore than 10 years the exxcellent
manag
ger of the ECCMS Office), Eugene
E
Kerckh
hoffs
durin
ing
ESM'0
03
in
Nottin
ngham (Englaand)
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European Simulation Council ESC). Some prominent EUROSIM people were not only regular
participants of the ECMS conferences, but have also held leading positions in these
conferences; for instance, Richard Zobel was General Program Chair and Proceedings CoEditor for ECMS’05 in Riga (Latvia)
From the original DBSS steering committee, Ghislain Vansteenkiste and the author
felt more attracted to SCS Europe and have since then spent their further efforts and
activities mainly to this organisation. I saw in my archive that I wrote my last announcement
as DBSS secretary to the DBSS membership on May 28, 1991. Being already from 1990 on
the first President of the SCS European Simulation Council (ESC), a little later in 1991 I
resigned as DBSS secretary, after 12 years of service.
EUROSIM continued the concept of triennial European Simulation Congresses,
organized by one of its member societies. However now with the name EUROSIM Congress,
without any further SCS impact, having the 1st EUROSIM Congress planned in September
1992 on the island of Capri (Italy). As already said in Sect. 9.4, congress chairman, and
therefore the 1st EUROSIM President, was Giorgio Savastano. Sadly, on the way to this event
EUROSIM President Giorgio Savastano passed away; Franco Maceri became the new chair of
the 1st EUROSIM Congress and as such EUROSIM President. Up to now (2016) EUROSIM
organized 9 triennial congresses.
EUROSIM eventually came to fruition In Edinburgh in 1989 and has not only
continued but has blossomed since then. Subsequently, other European Simulation Societies
joined EUROSIM, especially east European ones: CSSS (Czech and Slovak Simulation Society),
CROSSIM (Croatian Simulation Society), HSS (Hungarian Simulation Society), SLOSIM
(Slovenian Simulation Society), ROMSIM (Romanian Simulation Society), PSCS (Polish
Simulation Society).
In this respect should be remarked, that also in earlier times there were a lot of
contacts with our east European colleagues, who also have organized important simulation
conferences and meetings in their country. The author had regular contacts with, for
instance, various colleagues in Prague: V. Hamata (who organized a European Congress on
Simulation in 1987 in Prague), Mirko Novak (who has organized several conferences on
Neural Networks and Simulation in Prague), Milan Kotva (the former chairman of the Czech
and Slovak Simulation Society (CSSS); he was the original chair of the SCS ESM’95, but had to
be succeeded by Miroslav Snorek after his sudden decease in the course of the preparation
of this event), and Miroslav Snorek (who was the general chair of the SCS ESM’01 conference
in Prague and currently the chairman of the EUROSIM member society CSSS). Further I
would like to mention: Achim Sydov (Berlin, in that time GDR), Willy Krug (Dresden, in that
time GDR), and Youri Merkuryev (Riga, Latvia).

10.2 SNE and SIMPRA
The original “Simulation News Europe” (SNE) was published by SCS Europe through
its European Office in Ghent. However, after the formation of EUROSIM it was agreed that
this should become a EUROSIM publication (see next paragraph), and this was taken on
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board by Felix Breitenecker. Similarly, Len Dekker established the Journal of Simulation
Practice and Theory (SIMPRA). Both have remained strong publications, well supported by all
of the European Simulation Societies.
Currently, the journal “Simulation Notes Europe” (also abbreviated SNE!) publishes
information related to modelling and simulation. SNE is the official membership news
journal of EUROSIM. It publishes peer reviewed scientific contributions; moreover, in a News
Section, basic information and reports from the EUROSIM member societies and other
simulation societies, book and journal reviews, and introductions of simulation centres and
simulation specialists. Felix Breitenecker is the Editor-in-Chief of SNE, and performs with the
Journal a really excellent job. (He has also organized a successful ASIM Conference in 1984 in
Vienna, and chaired the 2nd EUROSIM Congress in 1995 in Vienna, and therefore was the 2nd
EUROSIM President (1992-1995). I know him since 1977 because of a few months sabbatical
at the Technical University of Vienna; he took me regularly on Friday late afternoon, after
the working week, to his favourite pub to have a couple of beers with his friends, which was
very much appreciated!)

10.3 Respect
Finally, I wish to express my appreciation for my co-founders and co-members of the
first steering committee of DBSS: Len Dekker, Ghislain Vansteenkiste and Jan Zuidervaart,
who regrettably all have passed away (see also the impressive “In Memoriam Len Dekker”,
Ref. 8). Especially, I would like to express my respect to Len Dekker (my former boas) and
Ghislain Vansteenkiste (my former academic promotor). They both were influential and
instrumental within the European Simulation community, and were excellent scientists.
Thank you Len and Ghi; you were great! We will not forget you!
Further, the name of Walter Ameling (deceased in 2010) should be mentioned here.
His name is unjustly missing in Zobel’s paper on EUROSIM’s history, although he has plaid a
very relevant role on the way to EUROSOM’s establishment. He initiated the foundation of
ASIM, he has organized and chaired the 1st European Simulation Congress ESC’83, was the
chairman (Sprecher) of ASIM at the time of EUROSIM’s establishment (see Sect. 9.4), and has
been a member of the Board of EUROSIM (see Sect. 9.3).
For the further history of EUROSIM, after its formation in 1989, I refer to EUROSIM’s
website (Ref. 5), especially the minutes of the Board of Directors and the Executive Board
(Ref. 10, 11), and the paper of Richard Zobel (Ref. 7). To cite Zobel, the rest, as they say, is
history!
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